Abstract
Assuming that no appreciable separation of either two-dimensional or threedimensional type occurs at the stern of a body or a ship, the scale effects of the boundary layer and wake have been studied with the purpose of finding the Rn-dependency of the wake distribution at propeller location.
The Rn-dependency on pressure resistance has been also investigated.
It is pointed out the scale effects of the velocity distribution of the boundary layer and wake as well as the pressure resistance may be slightly different from each other and also between a two-dimensional body, a body of revolution, and a ship. The upper and lower limits of Rn-dependency are described for the wake distribution and the pressure resistance.
Introduction
This paper describes the scale effects of the wake distribution in the vicinity of a propeller and the pressure resistance of a ship with the assumption that there occurs no serious separation either of the two-dimensional or threedimensional type at the stern. Here the word "wake" is used to mean the velocity defect at or near the propeller plane, as is conventionally used in naval architecture.
But in some places where the more clear terminology is appropriate, the "near wake" is used. The wake at far downstream is called the far wake.
As to the wake distribution, Sasajima and the present author proposed a simple method in 1966.') The method was derived with the assumption that the velocity distributions of the wakes of a model ship and a full scale ship are similar to each other. The result was that the velocity defect ratio is the same between the model and the full scale ship and the thickness (wideness) of the wake is proportional to the frictional resistance coefficient. The method has been successfully applied to many cases so far and has shown its usefullness for estimating the full scale wake distribution from the model wake. It is, however, also true that there remain several points to be checked in a more detailed discussion. Two of them are pointed out here. First, the derivation of the method was made assuming that the flow field is somehow two-dimensional.
Second, it is assumed that the boundary layer characteristics are preserved at the location of the propeller where the boundary layer changes into the wake. The following two questions, therefore, motivated the present study. (1) How does the three-dimensionality of the flow field affect the result obtained before ? (2) How do the characteristics of the far wake enter into the scaling law ?
The same questions are also pertinent to the problem of the scale effects of pressure resistance. Sasajima et al. including the present author presented a paper on this problem before.2) Here a further discussion on this subject is added based on the same motivation said above.
In the following, the discussions are made by taking up a two-dimensional body and a body of revolution as the limiting cases of a ship form. To study the nature of the solution for the ship, an approach is made from the two limiting flow fields, the boundary layer and the far wake. A more detailed discussion on the characteristics of the two-dimensional boundary layers than that of the previous paper') is also attempted. Turbulent flow without wave making phenomena is assumed throughout the paper.
2. Wake of two-dimensional bodies First, the near wake of a two-dimensional body is discussed. To be compatible with the asumption that no appreciable separation occurs at the tail of the body, the tail configuration would (1) where f is a function. In the far wake, the velocity distribution is assumed to be similar by similar non-dimensionalization, i.e., (2) where g is another function. In the far wake the velocity defect is usually a quantity to be considered similar. Now the concern is centered on how the relative thickness of the boundary layer (and wake), and the velocity defect ratio, (U-u)IU, grossly, the two-dimensional-or body-of-revolution-like nature is inherent in the near wake. The existence of the strongest and weakest limits of scale effects on ship wakes is only pointed out here. To look at the differences between the velocity distributions for a ship predicted from the velocity distribution of a model by different methods, three curves are written in Fig. 3 : the previous method (line (1) in the figure), the strongest scale effect method (line (2),), and the weakest scale effect method (line (3)). Possible zone of velocity distribution for a ship is indicated in the figure. Here the potential wake is assumed constant for the sake of brevity. The ship wake of line (1)is written by contracting the model wake in the direction of thickness in the ratio of frictional resistance coefficients of the ship and the model, which is assumed to be 0.5, following the previous method. The lines (2) and (3) are obtained by contracting the model wake both in thickness and in velocity defect following the discussion developed above. These methods of contraction express that the contraction is, so to speak, a diagonally contracting type instead of a horizontally contracting type of line (1) .
To check the present result for the case of ship form, the comparison is attempted between the measured velocity distributions and the predicted ones. In the extrapolation only the case of CF1/2, the strongest Rndependency, is attempted, because for these particular data, this gives silghtly better agreement with the experiments.
As is shown in the fiugure it is still difficult to judge the result if this explains the scale effects of wakes of ships correctly.
Probably several other factors may influence the similarity and these are the items to be studied further. 4. For ships, the strongest and weakest limits of Rn-dependency of wake characteristics will be the same as those of 3, the bodies of revolution.
5. As to pressure resistance, the following results are anticipated. For two-dimensional bodies, Cpcc CF For the bodies of revolution and ships, Cp oc (CF 
